
List of Stationery  
Grade 3  

2023 - 2024 

 
 

 
 
Mathematics:  

✓ 1 copybook (wide lines) blue cover (80 pages). 
 

✓ A4 project book wide ruled with margin, lines only (64 pages), covered in plain blue wrapping 
paper and plastic, labelled Maths Journal. 

 
✓ Mini white board + eraser  

 
 

English: 
✓ One copybook (wide lines) red cover (48 pages). 

✓ A4 project book wide ruled with margin, lines only (64 pages), covered in plain red wrapping 

paper and plastic, labelled English. 

 
Maltese:  

✓ One copybook (wide lines) covered in green (48 pages)  
 

✓ One copybook (wide lines) black cover (48 pages), labelled Vokabularju tal-Malti. 
 

✓ A4 project book wide ruled with margin, lines only (64 pages), covered in plain green 

wrapping paper and plastic, labelled Malti. 

 
Other: 

✓ One copybook (wide lines – 48 pages) covered in fancy paper, labelled ‘My Journal’ 
 

 
Religion:  

✓ One copybook (wide lines) covered in brown paper and plastic with a religious picture (48 
pages) 
 
 
Science: 

✓ A4 project book, with lines on one side and plain unruled on the other, covered in fancy 
wrapping paper and plastic, labelled Science Journal. 
 
 



 
 
Other things include:  
 
 

➢ 1 standard cardboard pocket files, labelled: Handouts (any colour) 
 

✓ 1 A4 foolscaps (80 pages) 
✓ A clipboard  
✓ Sticky notes 

 

✓ A large bottle of water. 

 

✓ Big packet of wipes. 

 

✓ Tissue box. 

 
✓ Maths toolkit (keep everything organised in a box/zip lock file): 

Laminated number grid (same as last year) 
30 small bottle caps 
2 small dice 
40 straws(cut in half and tied with elastic band in groups of 10) or popsicle sticks 
1 wallet/purse with real coins: 
-20 x 1c coins 
-15 x 2c coins 
-10 x 5c coins 
-10 x 10c coins 
-5 x 20c coin 
-2 x 50c coins 
 
In their bag the children should always have the following: 

✓ Black whiteboard marker with eraser.  

✓ A pair of safety scissors, colours and uhu-stick 

✓ A yellow highlighter 
✓ A small packet of tissues, small packet of wipes, a small cloth, a small antibacterial liquid 

hand soap and hand gel in their bag. 
 

EVERYTHING SHOULD BE LABELLED! 
 
 

Sincerely, 
 
Ms. Ylenia Camilleri and Ms. Alexia Morcelet (Grade 3 teachers) 


